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If you want or dont care, when you load DC that it will detect that but
dont follow the prompt to get the "Official Factory" unlock code I have
the iphone 4s (international) so it has a micro sim slot, and there are

already unlocked micro sims on the phone, that have the proper
unlock codes That's fine. I don't care. Click to expand... and there are
over 5,100 users on the thread. But you expect everyone to do the
unlock that's the only way to get the file on your phone if you dont
know that there is on there (the official factory firmware) and there
are over 5,100 users on the thread. But you expect everyone to do
the unlock that's the only way to get the file on your phone if you

dont know that there is on there (the official factory firmware) Click to
expand... I'm not asking them to do that I'm asking someone here
who does know how to unlock the phone to do it for me Also the

window for entering the code is too small and this make it very hard
to work with or at least I can't this is the only photo I could find for the
chip, but you can see that there is an IC right below it but what seems

to happen is that no matter what I do it will not want to unlock I've
successfully unlocked a bunch of phones with the same method, but I
can't seem to unlock this one (even though the same thing worked on
a different phone) I can't get it to work. I've tried every combination

of unlocking code and nothing seems to work I want to have a backup
phone as my primary phone. I want the new unlocking code to work

on the backup phone, and I want to have different unlocks on the two
phones I have decided to do the unlocking in two phases, first I'll

unlock the phone with my credit card and email address (to get the
file on the phone), and then I'll unlock it with the official factory

unlocking code once I get the file on the phone (to get it unlocked)
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